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I. Introduction 

Tattoo is one of the most frequently increasing types of body modification in India. Tattoo is permanent, which is 

done by introducing pigment under the layer of the skin [13]. It is seen that the practice of tattoo is an important 

life cycle ritual among many tribal groups in India and it is often termed as Ulki, Godna etc. But in urban areas in 

spite of the increasing popularity of tattoos nowadays still it is not well accepted in our society, and often people 

are judged by their tattoos. Researchers have found that employment has a connection with tattoo, visible tattoo 

often represents the image of one presents in employment [6]. Tattoo is often excluded by the aged or the older 

people in the society having higher educational level and income [9].  Studies have found that college students 

mostly choose the body part for tattoo that can be easily covered, this can be because they have a fear to be 

stigmatized because of their tattoo, or they have experienced it already [3]. According to Goffman (1963) stigmas 

are the act of the individuals that is considered as undesirable or deviant.  Earlier research on stigma shows that 

the outcome of being stigmatized can be anxiety, discrimination, and social alienation [3]. Persons having tattoo 

could be marked as deviant and also their decision making skills are judged by their tattoos and they are often 

thought as the person having an unhappy childhood or non-religious [15, 19, 20]. Additionally, numerous people 

consider that tattooed people have an irresponsible behaviour [5]. Women choose to hide their tattoo more and 

have lesser tattoo in compare to men [10]. Men’s have a larger social acceptance for tattoo in compare to women 

[4, 18] and this can clearly explain why women choose to have a hidden tattoo [1, 2, 17]. College students who 

are heavily tattooed are likely to involve in deviant behavior [12]. Heavily tattooed person is likely to be more 

stigmatized than lesser tattooed person, like if a person had his tattoo hidden he is more acceptable in the society 

rather than the person having bold tattoos like in their neck or face or any visible areas [14]. Family and friend’s 

contribution in body modification plays a major role [16, 11]. Research shows that person having tattoo are 

mostly experienced tattoo earlier for example one of the family member or sibling or any close friends had tattoo 

[9, 8]. So people get less stigmatized when there tattooed self in accepted within their family or social circle.  

II. Objectives 

The present study tries to investigate how tattoo is viewed by the people who are not tattooed and also tries to 

explore the negative experience of the tattooed people regarding their tattoo and what is their thought at this 

negative approach towards tattoo.  

III. Methods 

Present exploratory qualitative research involved in-depth interviews with tattoo artists as well as tattoo owner 

on the basis of snowball sampling. Research was conducted in different tattoo studios of Kolkata metropolitan 

city. Primary data was transcribed in a verbatim manner and narrative analysis was used to get a deeper 

understanding about the societal approach towards tattooed people. 

Abstract: Tattoo in India has a long attached history among the tribal people, to them it is an important life 

cycle ritual. But in case of urban areas tattoo is more often seen from a negative aspect and a degree of 

uncomfortableness exists among individuals toward tattoos. Numerous scholars have found people having 

tattoo experienced negative behaviour from their surroundings just because of their tattoo, even heavily 

tattooed person often more stigmatized than the person having less tattoos. In case of women, they are often 

more stigmatized than men, sometimes termed as ‘bad girl’ in society. Evidences are also depicting that 

having a tattoo could make person less eligible for job and marriage. Though the occurrence of tattoo is 

increased in frequency but still it carries a negative view point of society. The present study has been done 

on a metropolitan city Kolkata, which attempts to understand whether the negative view concerning tattoo 

still exists in our society.  
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IV. Results 

Though the popularity of tattoo is increasing nowadays, but the negative views toward tattoo is still present in 

the society. According to most of the participants this negativity or the stigma came as tattoo has its history with 

criminals. This stigma can be both social and gender based. Social stigma includes not having government job 

due to tattoo or rejecting from a job interview due to tattoo visibility. Tattoo has often been attached with a 

person’s character according to many participants. Often tattooed people are said as bad, characterless and many 

more. Beside this the gender stigma found in this study where female participants are often said that sometimes 

having tattoo will make them lesser eligible for marriage, as it depicts that she has a bad character. Additionally, 

the study also suggests that small or single or less visible tattooed person are more accepted than heavily 

tattooed person, in case of jobs and others. 

 Social Stigma: People who are thinking of doing a government job has to think twice before having a 

tattoo, or shouldn’t have a tattoo until and unless they got the job said by many of the participant. 

Tattoo artists also wants to know about their future plan before doing the tattoo, and then suggest to 

how or when to do the tattoo. They are basically clueless why tattoo is restricted in case of jobs and 

why tattooed people are considered as less serious. Debali Dutta, a famous tattoo artist added “There is 

a myth like if you have a tattoo then you’re not serious about your life. I really don’t know from where 

this type of idea generates (smiled). Tattoo doesn’t change your mentality or makes you less serious 

about your life.”  

Though being a tattoo artist Sourav Dutta thinks that tattoo should be done on the place where it could 

be hidden easily, so that one can avoid the negative view towards him. He mentioned “It’s just when I 

have thought to do a tattoo for the first time I thought if I would do this in a more visible place, that are 

easily seen by anyone, then what will people say? So I preferred this area so I can hide it. Even while 

suggesting the tattoo, even to him (showing his client) he is a medical representative, so he is doing the 

tattoo in a place in where he will only show the tattoo if he wished to. So our society is actually like 

this, suppose I am giving you an example, if your parents are arranging a marriage for you and the boy 

came who has a hand full of tattoo and it’s very visible, they will not like him simply. They will think 

him as a bad guy.”  

Aveek Mukherjee, a heavily tattooed person has heard many comments regarding his tattoo, as per him 

- “I am what you can safely call a ‘heavily tattooed guy’. I have had people frowning because I’ve 

apparently ruined my ‘fair skin’, or wasted my parents’ money, or the fact that I’ve destroyed my 

chances of getting a government job!” 

Bitan while doing a tattoo first ask about their future and career plans as he don’t want his client to be 

stigmatized for his tattoo, in his words - “If he/she is a teen I will ask about their future plan business, 

job or government job. If business no issue, if government job no tattoo and in private sectors 

strategically placed. So in teaching or government jobs tattoo should always be hidden so I will 

suggest them like place that will be hidden. Still now around the world not only in India tattoo has been 

seen as a mock culture, still now. In some Christians and in Muslims off course they still consider 

tattoo as a taboo. Any kind of body modification is a taboo in their religion. While in case of Bihari 

according to their religious view after death Yam will ask them that what you have took from the earth, 

then they will show that tattoo. In a culture in Bihar you can’t spell your husband’s name so there 

basically the name is tattooed on the wife’s hand, if not then the in laws will not accept her.” 

Priyam Sengupta, shared two incidents related with his tattoo. Having tattooed a quote from Quran 

often make him faced situation like he is a Muslim, and another one he said that having tattoo of Kurt 

Cobain his favorite singer. After having a tattoo of someone whom he idolizes for his singing, he often 

accused by saying that, he also wants to follow his lifestyle, in his words - “One day I am coming back 

from my office in a metro, so the line from the Quran is on my hand is written on Arabia. I was coming 

on discussing an issue with my friend. I am personally not supporting our present Indian government 

so we are having a discussion about it and I am raising my point of views. At that time a man came 

within our conversation and said to me as you are not Hindu you are saying all this.  I got very angry 

at that moment, actually I really don’t believe in religion. I asked him who said you I am not Hindu. 

Then he is replied that you have written Urdu in your hand its quiet clear from that. It made me 

stunned that just for a line that I have tattooed he thought me a Muslim and said many bad words. It 

made me feel insulted that I was judged by a tattoo, my religion is judged by a tattoo… it’s not right. 

Another experience I could say is related to my second tattoo Kurt Cobain. He is a drug, alcohol 

addicted. So after making his image as a tattoo I have heard it many time that oh! You have tattooed 

Kurt Cobain that means you also take drugs and believe in free sex like him. I really can’t make them 

understand that I have done Kurt Cobain tattoo but it doesn’t me I will be disloyal to my partner or I 

will take drugs and all. So what happens, the tattoo gives a negative appearance and I have made it felt 

a lot of time.” 
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 Gender Stigma: Females tend to face more negativity than men in case of tattooing. According to 

participants the profession of the tattoo artist is male dominated too; in this study it is also found that 

there is a very less amount of female tattoo artists in Kolkata in compare to men tattoo artists, Aveek 

Mukherjee has added “In numbers, definitely. Like most professions, tattooing is male dominated, or 

patriarchal in nature. But things are changing; we have more female artists nowadays, but still a long 

way to go!” 

Females are also said to be face staring at their tattoo in a negative manner and also faced reaction like 

no one will marry them, in this point Debali Dutta added - “When I did my first tattoo on my chest a 

small cross of Jesus, my parents don’t react much. But when I did this tattoos on by both hands, they 

reacted pretty well saying that no one will marry me and all... beside this people stares at me every day 

and it’s irritating. I had a fight with a person who was staring me like that I have committed a crime. I 

went off and asked him what are you staring at, he said I am seeing your tattoo. I said that’s my 

personal thing if you want to then do it your own. He asked then why you have done the tattoo. People 

always think that if a girl had more visible tattoo… for making boys show or attract them! It’s 

Ridiculous.” 

Beside this some male participants of this study has stated that they will not allow their girlfriends or wife to have 

a tattoo, while they are being tattooed themselves.  One of the participant of the present study Gaurav Rajbanshi, 

stated that “No! I will never allow my wife to have a tattoo. I don’t like it, girls having tattoos often termed as 

Slut. They do tattoo to seduce men, and to enhance their sexuality.” 
 

V. Discussion 

Following Goffman’s concept of social stigma numerous scholars have attempted to explain the lives of deviant 

individuals. While the term stigma has been used to stand for various things, historically, its sociological use 

reflects what Goffman discussed as a discrediting attribute. According to Goffman, a stigma is a sign which 

designates the bearer as flawed (“spoiled”) and differentiates them from “normals” [7]. As Goffman discussed 

individual action in relation to stigma, an individual must decide “to display or not to display; to tell or not to 

tell; to let on or not to let on; to lie or not to lie; and in each case, to whom, how, when, and where” [7]. 

Goffman has also introduced a term “stigma symbol” and used to refer to a sign that draws attention to a 

“debasing identity discrepancy” resulting in a reduced “valuation of an individual” [7]. A stigma symbol can be 

considered that which indicates something negative about an individual to their audience. Having a tattoo could 

be viewed as a stigmatizing aspect based on particular social contexts, because the nature of stigma as it relates 

to tattooing is situational and contextually based, having a tattoo can be a potentially discrediting characteristic 

if discovered. Because tattooing is something which individuals voluntarily take part in, they are engaging in a 

potentially discrediting activity in the sense that others may or may not initially know their deviance. 

The study shows that the tattoo visibility is an important issue, as this visibility of tattoo increases stigma risk. 

Stigma and tattoos are still very dominant in our society. Though, it was gradually decreasing, but still in case of 

selecting in a job, one may have judged by their tattoos. Not only in the professional carrier, a tattooed 

individual mostly heavily tattooed considered as a bad guy in our society who should be avoided, or someone 

who may has a mental illness. Stigma risks are found to be more prevalent in case of female in compare to men, 

as it is considered by many individuals as well as tattoo artists that females do tattoo for seduction, therefore a 

tattooed female body has been seen a symbol of seduction, and it’s quite common that seducing female will be 

treated as a bad girl, or someone who is not eligible for marriage in our society. So tattoo in the present context 

can be considered as what Goffman termed- stigma symbol and thus, having a tattoo indicates negativity into 

the studied society, nonetheless, the study is limited in any generalizability due to its small sample size. Further 

studies recommended with large samples before making any hard concluding remarks.  
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